Truck Lane Restrictions Social Media Posts

- Since lane changes are a major cause of collisions, truck lane restrictions improve safety and reduce congestion. If you see this sign, move over. #NoTrucksLeftLane

- Limiting trucks from the inside lane on designated portions of the highway results in reduced incidents and crashes. #NoTrucksLeftLane

- Truck lane restrictions work to reduce congestion and save lives, without adversely affecting travel speed. #NoTrucksLeftLane

- When those driving large trucks see a No Trucks Left Lane sign, they must move over and remain in the right lane while the restriction is in place or they could receive a minimum fine of $120. #NoTrucksLeftLane

- Troopers are out and looking for truck lane violations – if pulled over you could receive a minimum fine of $120. If you see this sign, move over. #NoTrucksLeftLane  
  Tag FLHSMV

- When you see this sign, stay in the right lane. A lane restriction violation affects a carrier CSA score. #NoTrucksLeftLane

- No Truck Left Lane applies to industrial and commercial trucks BUT the left lane is not meant for cruising for any motorist. The left lane should be used for passing, traffic build-up and allowing emergency vehicles to pass. #NoTrucksLeftLane

- On multi-lane streets, roads and highways drivers must drive in the right-hand lanes to prevent impeding the flow of traffic resulting in dangerous driving situations. Drive in the right lane and pass on the left. #NoTrucksLeftLane  
  Tag FLHSMV

- FDOT provides this useful map of where truck lane restrictions are in place so you can plan out your route. Visit fdot.gov/traffic/traf-incident/truck-lane-restriction-map.shtm to view our interactive map. #NoTrucksLeftLane
• Remember: if you can’t see the truck driver, he can’t see you. Trucks have blind spots on all sides that make it hard to see you. Take care to pass trucks slowly and cautiously, on the left side for maximum visibility. #NoTrucksLeftLane

• When a truck passes you, keep to the right side of your lane. Do not speed up while the truck is passing you. Share the road with big trucks so everyone can arrive safely at their destinations! #NoTrucksLeftLane

• Weaving and gapping during passing with automobile and truck traffic is one of the many hazards present on a highway. Limiting truck traffic in the inside lane reduces the weave/gap maneuvers during passing and results in reduced vehicular incidents and crashes. #NoTrucksLeftLane